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Abstract—Detection of moving objects is a critical component
of many computer vision tasks. Recently, deep learning architec-
tures have been developed for supervised learning based moving
object change detection. Some top performing architectures, like
FgSegNet are single frame spatial appearance cue-based detection
and tend to overfit to the training videos. We propose a novel
compact multi-cue autoencoder deep architecture, Motion U-Net
(MU-Net) for robust moving object detection that generalizes
much better than FgSegNet and requires nearly 30 times fewer
weight parameters. Motion and change cues are estimated using a
multi-modal background subtraction module combined with flux
tensor motion estimation. MU-Net was trained and evaluated on
the CDnet-2014 change detection challenge video sequences and
had an overall F-measure of 0.9369. We used the unseen SBI-2015
video dataset to assess generalization capacity where MU-Net had
an F-measure of 0.7625 while FgSegNet v2 was 0.3519, less than
half the MU-Net accuracy. The source code of the Motion U-Net
is available at https://github.com/CIVA-Lab/Motion-U-Net.

Index Terms—moving object, change detection, background
subtraction, flux tensor, convolutional neural networks, U-Net.

I. INTRODUCTION

Perception of the world requires the interpretation of motion
across different time scales. Detecting moving objects in video
streams is a crucial task that is fundamental to many computer
vision applications from video surveillance and monitoring
to self-driving cars. The moving object detection process
provides focus of attention for follow-up processes such as
tracking, classification, recognition, behavior analysis etc. This
is a challenging task because of background clutter, many
distractors and changing imaging conditions such as camera
motion, degraded environmental conditions, weather, dynamic
background, illumination changes, shadows or camouflage
effects. Many approaches and pipelines have been proposed
to perform moving object detection and to address the afore-
mentioned challenges [1]–[3]. Earlier approaches typically
consisted of hand-crafted solutions with little adaptation to
challenging scenarios and often relied on complex procedures
to address specific challenges. In recent years, advances in
deep learning combined with increased availability of training
data and affordable high-end computing resources such as
GPUs, have led to impressive results in various computer vi-
sion tasks. Transfer learning combined with many state-of-the-
art CNN models (i.e. VGG-16, ResNet-18 etc.) trained on large
benchmark datasets allowed development of feature extraction
modules for various tasks with only minor modifications and
limited training requirements. Autoencoders are a popular deep

Fig. 1: Sample change detection results from CDnet-2014
including original image (Row 1), ground truth mask (Row
2), proposed MU-Net2 mask (Row 3), for three sample videos
Highway (Baseline) Fr=1100 (Col 1), Canoe (DynamicBG)
Fr=960 (Col 2), PeopleInShade (Shadow) Fr=1100 (Col 3).

learning architecture for segmentation tasks, where the features
extracted in the encoder module, using a series of convolution
and pooling layers, are upsampled by the decoder module to
recover the original spatial resolution of the input image.

Many current deep learning networks proposed for moving
object detection rely on a single image [4]–[6], using spatial-
only appearance cues within an encoder-decoder framework
and ignore the rich temporal dimension. In this paper, we pro-
pose a novel hybrid moving object detection system, Motion
U-Net (MU-Net), which integrates motion, change, and ap-
pearance cues using an autoencoder deep convolutional neural
network for robust moving object detection. The proposed net-
work consists of a single-stream encoder module followed by a
decoder module. Two versions of MU-Net were tested – MU-
Net1 which uses only a single RGB frame without temporal
information and MU-Net2 which uses a three channel input
stream consisting of grayscale, flux motion and change cues;
the three-channel RGB video frame is converted to grayscale
for one of the multiplexed channels. The MU-Net2 encoder
stage extracts, appearance-based, spatial-only features from the
first channel, and spatio-temporal features from the second and
third channels. The feature maps generated by the encoder are
processed through the network decoder stage producing an
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output mask for a robust, multi-cue, moving object detection
system. Pixel-level flux motion and background subtraction
change cues are obtained using unsupervised hand-crafted
approaches that do not require any training stage or labeled
frames. Fig. 1 shows sample moving object detection results
using the proposed Motion U-Net.

Robust object detection and image segmentation tasks re-
quire pixel-level and object-level cues. The proposed MU-
Net integrates pixel-level motion and change cues that are
efficiently computed using hand-crafted methods, with learned
pixel and object-level appearance cues within a deep learn-
ing framework. The motion and change cues enable spatio-
temporal reasoning, while the learned appearance features and
feature fusion incorporate region and object-level information
and semantic reasoning, greatly improving performance.

The main contributions of this paper are: (i) a robust mov-
ing object detection approach that integrates complementary
appearance, motion, and change cues for spatio-temporal rea-
soning; (ii) a novel single-stream deep autoencoder network;
and (iii) a hybrid, decoupled processing pipeline that takes
advantage of hand-crafted pixel-level cues for reduced network
complexity and labeled training data. The proposed system
has been tested and evaluated on the comprehensive Change
Detection 2014 Challenge dataset [7]. The rest of the paper is
organized as follows. In Section II, a brief review of related
works is presented. In Section III, details of the proposed
methods are described. In Section IV, experimental results are
presented. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Classical moving object detection approaches can be catego-
rized into three broad classes as optical flow methods, temporal
differencing, and background subtraction. These approaches
have different advantages and disadvantages. Optical flow
methods can be used with non-stationary cameras. However,
reliable motion field computation under real-world conditions
is challenging and computationally expensive and these meth-
ods can not deal with stopped objects. Temporal differencing
based methods are simple, fast, and can quickly adapt to
different changes thus are suitable for dynamic backgrounds,
illumination changes, uncovered background by removed ob-
jects etc. However, without an explicit background model, they
cannot detect slow moving or stopped objects and often result
in foreground aperture problem and fail to detect parts of
objects (particularly large objects with homogeneous interiors
result in holes). Background subtraction based methods that
rely on change from an explicit background model are among
the most popular moving object detection methods since they
can handle slow moving or stopped objects and do not suffer
from foreground aperture problem. However, these methods
are sensitive to dynamic scene changes due to illumination
changes, uncovered background by removed objects etc. Meth-
ods combining these approaches, such as [8] have been shown
to produce better results. Comprehensive reviews of moving
object detection using classical computer approaches can be
found in [9]–[11].

In recent years, computer vision has been revolutionized
by adoption of deep learning methods. Many recent articles
on moving object detection rely on deep learning network
architectures such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs),
generative adversarial networks (GANs) etc. trained with
labeled data. DeepBS [12] proposes a convolutional neural
network trained using a combination of input frames and
associated background images using the patch-based tech-
nique. The network is trained with randomly selected video
frames (5% of the CD2014 dataset [7]) and associated ground
truth masks. BSUV-net [6] uses a fully convolutional neural
network for background subtraction of unseen videos. The
input of the network consists of a current frame and two
background frames taken at different time points along with
their semantic segmentation results. A pre-trained DeepLabv3
is used to extract semantic segmentation results. BSGAN [13]
uses the median filtering algorithm for background extraction
and then trains the Bayesian GAN. The work uses Bayesian
GAN to effectively calssify each pixel, addressing the issues
of sudden and slow changes in illumination, non-stationary
background and ghosting. Deep CNNs are adopted to construct
the generator and the discriminator of Bayesian GAN. Cascade
CNN [14] is based on multi-resolution CNNs with a cascaded
architecture. The network is trained with hand-picked frames
that are made public by the authors and their respective ground
truth masks. FgSegNet [4] uses two encoder-decoder networks
that produce multi-scale feature encodings. In the first model,
three scales of inputs are given to an encoder. In the second
model, a feature pooling module is plugged-in to extract
multi-scale features. Both models use transposed CNNs in the
decoder side. For training, manually selected 50 to 200 frames
with respective ground truth masks from the CD2014 dataset
[7] are used. FgSegNet [4] uses networks that are optimized
per video-sequence.

Because most of the moving object detection benchmarks
have been established before the recent popularity of deep
learning methods, no specific training and testing datasets have
been established in the benchmarks. This leads to different
training and testing data partitioning schemes by different
papers making a fair comparison difficult. Unfortunately, as
pointed out in [6], most of the top-performing deep moving
object detection systems have been video-optimized or video
group-optimized and never been tested on unseen videos
making it hard to judge their generalization capabilities.

III. CHANGE DETECTION DEEP LEARNING NETWORKS

We have designed and developed a hybrid system for robust
detection of moving foreground objects. The proposed system
combines unsupervised computer vision methods for mo-
tion and change detection with deep learning-based semantic
segmentation and fusion frameworks. This approach reduces
architecture complexity and the need for extensive labeled
training datasets by taking advantage of hand-crafted solutions
where available and known to produce reliable results. In order
to better analyze the contribution of motion and change cues
to overall system performance, we built one basic Motion
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Fig. 2: ResNet-18 encoder backbone used in Motion U-Net with five convolution layers.

Fig. 3: Single-stream Motion U-Net1 autoencoder network using a single RGB frame as input without temporal cues.

U-Net deep architecture but trained with two variations in
input streams. Fig. 3 shows MU-Net1 consisting of a U-Net
like semantic segmentation architecture with a single input
and single processing stream. MU-Net1 is similar to recent
foreground segmentation networks such as FgSegNet [4], [5]
which only use spatial information. Our second network, MU-
Net2 in Fig. 4, adds spatio-temporal reasoning through motion
and change cues to the spatial information of MU-Net1 by
using early fusion in the input video stream.

A. MU-Net1: Single-stream Spatial-only Detection Using Se-
mantic Segmentation

The proposed single-stream moving object detection net-
work, MU-Net1, is based on a ResNet-18 [15] backbone,
which enables deeper layers without degradation in network
learning by using identity shortcut connections that skips one
or more layers to facilitate deeper information propagation.
The feature extraction part of ResNet-18 consists of five
blocks. The first block uses kernels of size 7×7 with stride 2,
which reduces the original image size by half. The next block
begins with a max pooling layer and is followed by a residual
block with kernel size of 3× 3. The remaining blocks consist
of residual blocks with 3× 3 kernels. Each block’s input size
decreases by half each time. Number of kernels used in these
blocks are 64, 64, 128, 256, and 512.

The proposed single stream network uses all five blocks
to extract image features to perform semantic segmentation
as a proxy for moving object detection. Fig. 2 illustrates
the ResNet-18 encoder backbone architecture used in Motion

U-Net1. The last average pooling layer and fully connected
layers are removed from the original ResNet-18 network. The
input to MU-Net1 consists of three channel (RGB) images of
size 320× 480, and the ResNet-18 feature extraction encoder
module produces 512 feature maps of size 10 × 15 as the
output that will be used by the decoder stages. Fig. 3 shows the
overall encoder-decoder architecture of the proposed Motion
U-Net1 single stream moving object detection architecture.
The final feature maps obtained from the ResNet-18 encoder
module are passed through 1 × 1 convolutions. The overall
network is similar to the U-Net architecture [16] with skip
connections after each block of ResNet-18 and a novel skip
connection from the input stream to the last decoder layer
through two 64-channel convolution layers to propagate high
resolution information.

The decoder part of the proposed network consists of four
blocks, where the feature maps are upsampled and concate-
nated in each block to the feature maps from the corresponding
ResNet-18 block, and the result of the concatenation is passed
through another 3 × 3 convolution layer followed by a ReLu
activation layer. The output of the final feature extraction block
is upsampled and concatenated with the feature maps extracted
from the original input image by using two convolution layers
with kernels of size 3×3 and using ReLu activation functions.
One more convolution layer with kernel size of 3×3 and ReLu
as activation function is applied to the resulting feature maps.

Finally, a 1× 1 convolution layer is applied to decrease the
number of feature maps and a final sigmoid activation layer
produces the class label probabilities. Thresholding these prob-
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Fig. 4: The single-stream 3-channel Motion U-Net2 architecture, same as Fig. 3, but with a three cue input stream which
includes appearance (RGB frame, time t) in the first channel, change cues (BGS, time t), and flux motion (time t) in the
second and third channels, respectively.

abilities leads to foreground/background segmentation masks.

B. MU-Net2: Single-stream Early Fusion for Spatio-temporal
Change Detection (Three Channel)

Single frame object of interest detection and semantic seg-
mentation tasks have been revolutionized by use of recent deep
learning architectures [17]–[20]. While effective, single frame
object detection like MU-Net1 that rely only on appearance
cues suffer from three main problems: (1) they cannot detect
untrained (moving) objects, they fail when appearance cues are
limited (e.g. when objects are far from camera), and (3) they
cannot differentiate between moving and stationary objects.
MU-Net2 extends MU-Net1 by augmenting appearance-based
features with motion and change cues.

Fig. 4 illustrates the architecture of the single-stream MU-
Net2 with early fusion of motion cues. The proposed MU-
Net2 uses motion cues as input computed from multi-modal
change detection and flux motion, through our fast tensor-
based motion estimation [21] and an adaptive multi-modal
background subtraction model [22]–[24] respectively. MU-
Net2 incorporates three input channel processing streams, with
the first channel being appearance (the three channel RGB
color input is converted to gray-scale). Motion and change
cues corresponding to the current frame computed using a
temporal sliding window of frames for the case of flux motion
and using a background model based on using past frames for
the case of slower temporal change, are assigned to the second
and third channels. Encoder part of the network extracts
spatial appearance features from the first channel of the input,
and spatio-temporal, change and motion based features are
extracted from the second and third channels of the input. The
feature maps generated by the encoder are processed through
the decoder mask generation stage. Subsections below detail
how change and motion cues are obtained.

1) Multi-modal background subtraction for change estima-
tion: Change is estimated using a background subtraction ap-
proach. In order to efficiently tackle multi-modal backgrounds,
we use the adaptive mixture of Gaussians method described in
[23], [24] and implemented in OpenCV library (Background-
SubtractorMOG2) [22]. The method supports variable number
of Gaussian models per pixel. The OpenCV implementation

also enables shadow detection. Before feeding to the back-
ground subtraction module, the image sequence is smoothed
using a 5×5 Gaussian filter. Foreground masks obtained from
the background subtraction module are post-processed using
mathematical morphology to remove small spurious blobs and
to fill small holes inside the foreground mask(s). The process
returns information on longer term change corresponding to
moving objects, once moving but then become stopped objects,
and other long-term changes in the scene.

2) Tensor-based motion estimation: While background sub-
traction algorithms have advantages such as robustness to
aperture problem and response to stopped objects, they are
prone to dynamic background changes. Due to the recursive
nature of these approaches, any error in background estimation
also tends to persist for a long time. In order to account
for fast motion or shorter term change, while being robust
to dynamic background changes and background estimation
errors, we use an explicit motion detection module. For fast
and robust motion estimation, we use our efficient tensor-
based motion computation scheme flux tensor [21]. The flux
tensor represents the temporal variation of the optical flow field
within the local 3D spatio-temporal volume [8], [21], [25]. In
expanded matrix form, the flux tensor is defined as,

JF =


∫

Ω

{
d2I
dxdt

}2

dy
∫

Ω
d2I
dxdt

d2I
dydtdy

∫
Ω

d2I
dxdt

d2I
dt2 dy∫

Ω
d2I
dydt

d2I
dxdtdy

∫
Ω

{
d2I
dydt

}2

dy
∫

Ω
d2I
dydt

d2I
dt2 dy∫

Ω
d2I
dt2

d2I
dxdtdy

∫
Ω

d2I
dt2

d2I
dydtdy

∫
Ω

{
d2I
dt2

}2

dy

 (1)

The elements of the flux tensor incorporate information about
spatiotemporal gradient changes. This leads to efficient dis-
crimination between stationary and moving object features.
The trace of the flux tensor matrix can be compactly written,

trace(JF ) =

∫
Ω

|| d
dt
5 I||2dy (2)

and computed efficiently to classify moving and non-moving
regions without expensive eigenvalue decompositions [26],
[27]. The output of the flux tensor is thresholded to obtain
the flux tensor motion mask, and post-processed similar to
the background subtraction mask to remove small spurious
detections and fill small holes inside foreground blobs.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we present details on test datasets, evaluation
metrics, qualitative and quantitative results of the proposed
Motion U-Net deep learning change detection architecture.

A. Benchmark evaluation datasets

We used two benchmark datasets to evaluate the proposed
method, CDnet-2014 change detection challenge dataset [7]
and SBI-2015 scene background initialization dataset [28].
CDnet-2014 [7] was developed to enable objective and precise
quantitative comparison and ranking of change detection algo-
rithms. It consists of nearly 160K frames (118K labeled), from
53 video sequences, organized into 11 categories correspond-
ing to realistic scenarios and challenging conditions such as
illumination change, bad weather, dynamic background, night
videos, PTZ, thermal, etc. Spatial resolutions of the videos in
the dataset vary from 320× 240 to 720× 576. CDnet-2014 is
the most comprehensive dataset for change and moving object
detection with continuously updated evaluations posted on the
Change Detection Workshop website [29].

We used the same approach as in FgSegNet [4] by se-
lecting 200 frames from each video sequence within the
labeled frames of the original CDNet-2014 dataset, for train-
ing proposed networks. This split used only 10,600 CDnet
frames for training, corresponding to approximately 6.6%
of the whole dataset. The Scene Background Initialization
(SBI) 2015 dataset contains 14 video sequences with ground-
truth labels provided by [14]. We used 10 suitable video
sequences from this dataset to evaluate our video segmen-
tation models trained only on the CDnet-2014 dataset. The
video sequences “Foilage”, “PeopleAndFoilage”, “Snellen”
and “Toscana” were not used in the evaluation of our pre-
trained model and the reason is that “Foilage”, “PeopleAnd-
Foilage”, and “Snellen” eventually deals with moving branch
of a tree, which is not our object of interest, and “Toscana”
has only 6 frames in total.

B. Motion U-Net training details

Weights for the ResNet-18 modules used in MU-Net1 and
MU-Net2 are initialized with pre-trained weights on ImageNet.
Input size of the networks are 320 × 480. Adam optimizer
is used during training with an initial learning rate of 1e-
4 that is reduced by a factor of 10 after every 20 epochs.
The training data is shuffled and split into 90% for training
and 10% for validation (i.e. 1030 frames). Since there is an
imbalance between the foreground and background classes (i.e.
in some frames foreground area constitutes less than 20% of
the total image area), a combined loss function consisting of
Tversky loss (Eq. 3) [30] and binary cross entropy loss (Eq. 4)
is used to train the network. Tversky loss has been proposed
to achieve a better tradeoff between precision and recall (or
false positives (FP) and false negatives (FN)). Tversky loss is
defined as,

LTversky(P,G;α, β) =
|PG|

|PG|+ α|P\G|+ β|G\P |
(3)

where, P and G denote the set of predicted and ground-truth
labels, and α and β control the magnitude of penalties for
false positives (FPs) and false negatives (FNs). We set the α
and β parameters to 0.3 and 0.7 respectively as suggested in
[30]. The binary cross entropy (BCE) loss is defined as,

LBCE = −(y × log(p(y)) + (1− y)× log(1− p(y))) (4)

where, y is the label and p(y) is the predicted probability. The
final network loss is calculated as,

Loss = w · LBCE + (1− w) · LTversky (5)

where the weight parameter, w, is empirically chosen as 0.5.
The proposed MU-Net1 and MU-Net2 models are imple-
mented in PyTorch, and trained for 40 epochs with a mini-
batch size of 8. For each epoch the training and validation
samples are shuffled again. It took ≈ 4 hours (each epoch
is about 6 mins) to finish the whole training process for the
single-stream MU-Net1 on an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080
Ti GPU. It took ≈ 4.5 hours (each epoch is about 7 mins) to
finish the whole training process for the single-stream MU-
Net2 on an NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU.

C. Evaluation metrics

We evaluated the performance of the proposed Motion U-
Net and compared it to the top-ranked methods listed in the
Change Detection Workshop website using seven assessment
metrics [29]. The seven metrics are: recall (Re), specificity
(Sp), false positive rate (FPR), false negative rate (FNR),
precision (P), F-Measure (F), and percentage of the wrong
classification (PWC) and defined as,

Re =
TP

(TP + FN)
; Sp =

TN

(TN + FP )
(6)

FPR =
FP

(FP + TN)
; FNR =

FN

(TP + FN)
(7)

P =
TP

(TP + FP )
; F =

2× P ×Re
(P +Re)

(8)

PWC =
100× (FN + FP )

(TP + TN + FP + FN)
(9)

where TP (true positive) denotes the number of correctly
labeled foreground pixels; TN (true negative) denotes the
number of correctly labeled background pixels; FN (false
negative) represents the number of wrongly classified fore-
ground pixels; and FP (false positive) represents the number of
wrongly classified background pixels. We have computed these
metrics using the standardized assessment tool given by [29].
Lower values indicate better performance for PWC, FNR, and
FPR metrics, while higher values indicate better performance
for Recall, Precision, and F-Measure metrics. Among these
metrics, we are mostly interested in the F-Measure (F), which
is generally accepted as a good indicator of overall change
detection performance balancing precision and recall accuracy.
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TABLE I: Detailed evaluation of MU-Net1 and MU-Net2 on CDnet-2014 eleven video categories [7] compared to Flux Tensor
Split-Gaussian unsupervised results for comparison [8].

Category Recall (Re) PWC Precision (P) F-Measure (F) FTSG (F)
MU-Net1 MU-Net2 MU-Net1 MU-Net2 MU-Net1 MU-Net2 MU-Net1 MU-Net2

PTZ 0.9529 0.9372 0.2506 0.1745 0.7598 0.7792 0.7946 0.8185 0.3241
badWeather 0.9075 0.9164 0.2103 0.1939 0.9599 0.9544 0.9319 0.9343 0.8228

baseline 0.9912 0.9907 0.0694 0.0550 0.9840 0.9894 0.9875 0.9900 0.9330
cameraJit. 0.9869 0.9881 0.1562 0.1411 0.9740 0.9770 0.9802 0.9824 0.7513

dynamicBg. 0.9872 0.9878 0.0418 0.0223 0.9802 0.9906 0.9836 0.9892 0.8792

intermitt 0.9816 0.9832 0.1746 0.1280 0.9931 0.9956 0.9872 0.9894 0.7891
lowFrameR. 0.7187 0.9309 0.1659 0.2152 0.9767 0.8344 0.7237 0.8706 0.6259

nightVid. 0.8021 0.7734 0.8568 1.3310 0.9367 0.9240 0.8575 0.8362 0.5130

shadow 0.9924 0.9929 0.1576 0.1443 0.9729 0.9763 0.9825 0.9845 0.8535
thermal 0.9852 0.9862 0.1389 0.1283 0.9799 0.9823 0.9825 0.9842 0.7768

turbulence 0.8994 0.9122 0.0849 0.0488 0.8388 0.9450 0.8499 0.9272 0.7127

Overall 0.9277 0.9454 0.2097 0.2347 0.9414 0.9407 0.9147 0.9369 0.7283

D. Experiments on CDnet-2014 Benchmark Videos

Using the CDnet-2014 dataset, we trained two networks,
MU-Net1 and MU-Net2. Quantitative evaluation results for the
proposed MU-Net1 and MU-Net2 are shown in Table I. The
proposed MU-Net2 network produces an overall F-measure
of 0.9369. The lowest performance is in the difficult PTZ
category with an F-measure of 0.8185. For reference we
include the results of our previous FTSG non-deep learning
unsupervised approach that won the original CDnet-2014 chal-
lenge [8]. We compare the performance of the proposed MU-
Net1 and MU-Net2 methods with the top six state-of-the-art
methods listed in [29] as shown in Table II. Evaluations were
done by uploading the results to the CDnet-2014 challenge
website. It can be seen from Table II, that our proposed Motion
U-Net is competitive with current state-of-the-art supervised
methods and outperforms Cascade CNN and BSGAN.

Since the authors of the previously top ranking method
FgSegNet v2 [5] made their code publicly available on
GitHub, we were able to run the code and produce the
same results as the ones supplied by the authors. Table III
summarizes the main differences between FgSegNet v2 and

TABLE II: Comparison of MU-Net1 and MU-Net2 to top-
performing deep learning methods on CDnet-2014 [7].

Methods Overall
Rank Re PWC P F

FgSegNet v2 [5] 1 0.9891 0.0402 0.9823 0.9847

FgSegNet S [4] 2 0.9896 0.0461 0.9751 0.9804

FgSegNet [4] 3 0.9836 0.0559 0.9758 0.9770

BSPVGAN [13] 4 0.9544 0.2272 0.9501 0.9472

BSGAN [13] 5 0.9476 0.3281 0.9232 0.9339

Cascade CNN [14] 6 0.9506 0.4052 0.8997 0.9209

MU-Net1 0.9277 0.2097 0.9414 0.9147

MU-Net2 0.9454 0.2347 0.9407 0.9369

our proposed methods. One of the key differences being that
FgSegNet v2 trains a separate deep network for each video
sequence resulting in 53 distinct parameterized networks for
inference [5]. The process takes considerable training time
(29 days). Our approach trains a single network to test all
53 video sequences. Training takes a fraction of the time, 4
hours for MU-Net1 and 4.5 hours for MU-Net2. Compared
to FgSegNet v2, motion U-Net requires only around 0.5% of
the training time, uses just a single generalizable network, but
still has competitive accuracy on CDnet-2014.

TABLE III: Training duration and parameters for FgSeg-
Net v2 and MU-Net.

Methods # of models GPU Train Time
FgSegNet v2 53 GTX 1080 Ti 29 days

MU-Net1 1 GTX 1080 Ti 4 hours
MU-Net2 1 Tesla V100 4.5 hours

Methods Network Size (# parameters)
FgSegNet v2 489 M (53 * 9,225,161)

MU-Net1 17.8 M (1 * 17,799,809)

MU-Net2 17.8 M (1 * 17,799,809)

E. Generalization Experiment Using SBI-2015 Videos

In order to asses the generalization or transfer learning ca-
pabilities of our proposed Motion U-Net, and the contribution
of the motion and change cues on unseen videos, we evaluated
MU-Net1 and MU-Net2 trained only on CDnet-2014 [7] and
tested on the unseen SBI-2015 videos [28]. The MU-Net
weights were frozen, without any additional training on any
portion of the SBI-2015 dataset. To compare the performance
of our proposed networks to the top performing network
FgSegNet v2 [5] on unseen data, we trained FgSegNet v2 [5]
for each category of the CDnet-2014 dataset, instead of at the
video level, resulting in 11 network models, which are used to
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Fig. 5: Sample results and comparative analysis of detection performance. Rows top to bottom: input images, ground truth
masks, motion (red channel) [21] and change (green channel) [22] masks, MU-Net1 response, MU-Net2 response. Columns left
to right: first 4 columns from CDnet-2014 [7] (PTZ/intermittentPan, nightVideos/streetCornerAtNight, lowFramerate/turnpike,
turbulence/turbulence3) and next 4 columns from SBI-2015 dataset [28] (CAVIAR1, HumanBody2, CaVignal, HighwayI).

generate binary masks using a average voting procedure for
each SBI-2015 video frame. Normally FgSegNet v2 would
require one trained network per video, which does not enable
assessing the generalization capacity of FgSegNet v2. So we
used a voting-based approach to generate FgSegNet v2 detec-
tion masks. Using the 11 FgSegNet v2 masks, one from each
CDnet-2014 category model, we used pixel-based averaging
for each frame and applied a simple (majority) voting rule; if
the pixel average is greater than 50% (e.g. sum greater than
5.5) then the pixel voting mask result will be true.

We used the MATLAB evaluation utility code from the
CD2014 website, to evaluate our Motion U-Net and the
FgSegNet v2 results on unseen SBI-2015 videos. Table IV
shows quantitative performance results of MU-Net1, MU-Net2
and FgSegNet v2 on SBI-2015. We also include comparison
with fusing flux motion and mixture of Gaussian background
subtraction (using binary OR operator) as a baseline (second
row). In terms of generalization, FgSegNet v2 has the lowest
F-measure of 0.3519 and the appearance-only MU-Net1 has an
F-measure of 0.3785, while union of our motion and change
masks (part of multi-cue input stream to MU-Net2) without
any learning results in a much higher F-measure of 0.5187.
MU-Net2 fuses flux motion, and background subtraction

TABLE IV: Architecture performance trained only on CDnet-
2014 (90%) [7] and tested on SBI-2015 (10 videos) [28].

Methods Overall
Re PWC P F

MU-Net1 0.8094 15.8354 0.2881 0.3785
Motion ∪ Change 0.8360 11.0881 0.4110 0.5187

MU-Net2 0.7302 2.6826 0.8484 0.7625
FgSegNet v2 (50%) 0.2419 5.7716 0.8150 0.3519

change, with appearance cues, which significantly increases
the F-measure to 0.7625. These results demonstrate that trans-
fer learning to new unseen videos, has better generalization
capacity when motion and change cues are combined with
appearance as part of the multi-cue input video stream. In this
particular case, we observe a nearly 40% increase in F-measure
performance from MU-Net1 to MU-Net2. Results across both
datasets in Fig. 5, further demonstrates the improved accuracy
of the proposed MU-Net2 network.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We developed Motion U-Net, a deep convolutional neural
network, for the robust detection of moving objects in videos.
MU-Net consists of a novel U-Net encoder-decoder structure
which integrates motion and change cues with appearance cues
for robust detection performance in a compact network archi-
tecture. Unsupervised, tensor-based motion estimation and un-
supervised mixture of Gaussian background subtraction cues
are used as part of the input stream to MU-Net2, incorporating
essential temporal dynamics for accurate change detection.
Decoupling pixel-level motion and change estimation from
the network and assigning them to hand-crafted methods
greatly reduces network complexity, training times, and most
importantly amount of training data. Motion U-Net is able
to learn fusion, object level reasoning, and semantic analysis
using only 8% of the CDnet-2014 labeled video frames. This
decoupled structure improves adaptability of the proposed
system to new domains using transfer learning. Compared to
its appearance-only counterpart MU-Net1, and the top rank-
ing FgSegNet v2, the MU-Net2 multi-cue network, produces
considerably more accurate detection performance on unseen
video sequences. MU-Net2 is competitive with existing state-
of-the-art methods on the Change Detection 2014 challenge
videos, ranking in the top five on the leader board.
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